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Abstract. C H Clemens has shown that homologicallytrivial codimension two cycles on a
general hypersurface of degree five and dimension three form a subgroup of infinite rank
inside the intermediatejacobian. We generalize this to other complete intersection threefolds
with trivial canonical bundle.
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1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of rational curves on complex threefolds
with trivial canonical bundle. Clemens ([5] and [4]) has asked if a simply connected
threefold which has trivial canonical bundle always contains smooth rational curves.
As pointed out by V Srinivas, the 6tale quotient of a product of three elliptic curves
constructed by Igusa [7] is an example of a threefold with trivial canonical bundle
and vanishing first Betti number which contains no rational curves; thus the hypothesis
of simple connectivity is necessary.
In an earlier paper [2] Clemens has shown the existence of rigid rational
curves on the generic quintic hypersurface. Further, it is shown (loc. cit.) that these
curves generate a subgroup of infinite rank inside the Griffiths group of the generic
quintic.
These results naturally raise the question as to whether the phenomenon of rigidity
of all rational curves and infinite generation of the Griffiths group occurs for all generic
simply conne6ted K-trivial threefolds. However, it was pointed out by C Sehoen that
if the Picard number is greater than one, rational curves are not in general rigid.
Hence the class of varieties for which one can expect the results on quintics to
generalize is that of simply-connected K-trivial threefolds with Pieard number 1.
In this paper we study some special examples of such varieties--the complete
intersections in p5. We prove results analogous to those of Clemens for these complete
intersection threefolds.
The organization of the paper is as follows:
In w we give a summary of the results of Clemens [2] which allow one
to prove infinite rank. The methods are completely general and ought to find
applications in other dimensions as well.
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In w3 we give a general construction to which the results of w2 can be applied.
Here again the basic construction is for curves on a general hyperplane section of a
dei Pezzo fourfold and ought to be generalizable.
In w4 we show that the methods of the previous two sections apply to the complete
intersections in ps. We also summarize the arguments in the form of a theorem. It
should be possible to refine these methods to prove the results for complete intersection
subvarieties of Grassmanians and other homogeneous spaces. However, for other
simply connected K-trivial threefolds, there does not appear to be a method available.
In an Appendix we prove a Bertini type result which is needed in w2.

2. Summary of Clemens results
Let S be a smooth curve, n:Af--,S be a projective family of threefolds with
smooth, and n smooth except at o ~
which is an ordinary double point
in the fibre X o over o~S. Let 3 ~ o ~ X o be the blow up of the singular point and E
be the exceptional divisor for p; then we have E _-__p1 x PI. Let t e S be given by an
inclusion of the function field of S in the complex numbers, henceforth we refer to
such a t as a geometric generic point of S. Let Xt be the geometric generic fibre of n.
Lemma 1. With notation as above, the following are equivalent:
(i)
(ii)
(iii}
(iv)

The
The
The
The

action of monodromy on H 3 ( X . Z) is non-trivial.
vanishing cycle ker (H3(Xt,Z) ~ H3(Xo, Z)) is non-zero.
Hodge structure H3(Xo) is not pure.
morphism Pic ()~0) | Q ~ Pic(E) | Q is not surjective.

Proof. Let tSeH3(X, Z) denote the "co-vanishing" cohomology class. The action of
monodromy on H 3 ( X , Z ) is given by x~--~x +(x,6)6. Thus fi is trivial if and only if
the monodromy action is trivial. This gives the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
In the following exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures
0 -" H3 (Xo) ~ H a (Xt)li m --1.Z ( -

2),

the latter map is given by x~--~(x,6)6. Note that H3(Xt)lim is self-dual up to a twist
and so H3(Xo) contains a Z ( - 1) if and only if 6 is non-zero. In other words, the
purity of n3(Xo) is equivalent to the triviality of 6. Thus we have the equivalence of
(ii) and (iii).
Finally, we have the exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures
H2 (So) "* n2 (E) ~ n 3(Xo) --~n 3(.~0),
which shows the

Ha(Xo)is not

pure if and only if (iv) holds.

[]

Assume that one of the above equivalent conditions holds. Let d: T ~ S be a double
cover ramified at oe T lying over o~S. The normalization of Y • s T has an ordinary
double point; let ~ be the result of blowing up this ordinary double point. The special
fibre of ~r ~ T is the union of )70 and a smooth quadric threefold Q which meet
transversally hlong E.
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In this situation Clemens [3] has constructed a N6ron family ~ --* T of intermediate
Jacobians over T such that the special fibre Jo has two components Jo~ . Here

J~ = H3(Xo,'C)/(F2H3(Xo,C)+ H3(Xo,Z)),
is an extension of a compact torus by G.,. Further, in the diagram with exact rows
0~

Z(-1)

~

n3(Xo)

-*

1
Ha()?ouQ)

1
O~

H3(Q,E)

--.

n3(..~o)

--+0

~

II
H3(3~o)

~0

the vertical maps are isomorphisms. Thus, this G,, can be identified with Ext~m
( Z ( - 2), Ha(Q, E)).
Choose p e E and let C be the quadric cone in Q with vertex p. The intersection
C c~ E is a pair of lines meeting in p. We have an isomorphism
Hl(C-p, CnE-p).(

- 1) "~--n 3 ( o , E).

Any pair of distinct lines L t , L 2 which are distinct from the lines in C n E give a
non-trivial extension
O ~ H I ( C - p, C ca E - p ) ~ HI(C - L, - L2, C c a E - p)
~Z(-

1)[L 1 - L 2 3 ~ 0

and hence a non-trivial point of Gin.
Let 7: T ~ T be the involution corresponding to the double cover d: T ~ S . This
gives us t:~--, ~r as well. The action on the special fibre of ~ - ~ T is described as
follows: t acts trivially on )?0 and on Q it acts as the unique involution which fixes
E. Further, we can lift t to an action [" on 3". The action of i" on the special fibre is
trivial on the identity component J~ and is non-trivial on the remaining component
JoLemma 2. In the situation of Lemma I assume that the action of monodromy is
non-trivial. Suppose in addition that we have a commutative diagram

el

IP
d

T

~

S

where d is the double cover as above and ~ ~ T is a smooth family of connected curves
which embeds into ~ in such a way that o e X o lies on the special fibre Co.
For each te T different from o, the difference tr(t) = Ct - C,{t) gives a point in the
intermediate Jacobian of Xa(t). This extends to a section tr: T ~ oj- such that tr(o) is a
non-trivial two-torsion class in the identity component J~ of the special fibre.
Proof. The surface ~ c Z is smooth and meets X o in Co with multiplicity
we get two maps m:W~:~" x T and ~ ( m ) : ~ r x T where the images
Co with multiplicity one. Let ~ be the blow up of cK at o e ~ c 3 (
denote the exceptional divisor of ~ - ~ ;
then m and l(m) give us

two. Hence,
meet along
and let D
two maps
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n:g --*y and i(n):C~y, such that n(D) and z(n)(D) are distinct lines L 1, L 2 in Q that
meet E in the same point p. Their difference then gives us a non-trivial class ct in the
Gm part of J~.
For each tE T different from o, we see by continuity that the curves Ct and C,~,~
are homologically equivalent in the fibre Xat o. Thus we have a class tr(t) = C, - C,~0
which is homologically trivial in the Chow group of Xd~t~. The limiting class is
tr(o) = n(O) - z(n)(O)~CH 2(-~o w Q),
for a suitable definition of the latter Chow group. Furthermore, e(t)gives a point in
the intermediate Jacobian of the fibre Xd~o which extends to a section tr: T ~ ~-. Clearly
tr(o) = ~ which is non-trivial. Now tr(o)eJ~ is fixed by ~; on the other hand from the
expression above t(a(o))= - a ( o ) , hence it is a non-trivial two torsion class in the
identity component J ~ .
[]
Let X be a smooth projective threefold with H 4 ( X , Z ) = Z, and { C d c X } be an
infinite collection of curves. F o r any codimension 2 linear section Co c X we get classes
deg C~ CoEJ(X )
ed = Cd -- dee C O
where J(X) is the intermediate Jacobian of X. As in Clemens I2] we now give a
sufficient condition for these classes to generate a subgroup of infinite ranks in J(X).
Assume that (X, Cd) is the pair corresponding to the geometric generic point, of Sa
in a situation
~
Pl

~

5f d
tP

d

~

Sd

as in Lemma 2; here we have used the subscript to indicate dependence on d. Further
assume that for each I ~ d we have a commutative diagram which specializes to (X, C~)
at the geometric generic point of S,
cgl.d

~

6fd

Sa

-~

Sa

where ~f ~ S is a smooth family of connected curves with embeds into ~r in such a
way that it misses the ordinary double point of Xo.
All the above data is defined for all d over a countably generated field over Q.
Hence it makes sense to assume that there is a geometric generic point saES a - o for
each d, where the above data specializes to (X,{C~}).
Lemma 3. I f (X,{C,}) are as above then classes e t oenerate a subgroup of infinite rank
in the intermediate Jacobian J(X) of X.
Proof. As in Lemma 2 the action of t fixes the class of Co since we have assumed
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that H*(X, Z) = Z. Thus we have an additional class

t(e~) = e~ = ~(Cd) deg Cd,,(,)Co
deg Co
in the intermediate Jacobian of X.
With notation as in the proof of Lemma 2, we have ea - e~ = tr(t). The action of
i" on the classes e~ for l # d is trivial since the class of C o is fixed and Ct is fixed.
Suppose that we have a relation Xfi.itenae a = 0 then by applying i" to this relation we
get nde'a + ~,t,dntel = 0. Thus we see that nda(t ) = 0. Then by degeneration we have
naa(O) = 0 and by Lemma 2 we see that na must be even.
For any relation Ef~,~tenaed = 0 in the intermediate Jacobian of X, this shows that
na is even for all d. Thus ea are independent rood 2. Now let G be the group generated
by ea. We can apply the following easy lemma to G to show that its rank is infinite.
[]

Lemma 4. I f G is an abelian group such that its torsion suboroup Gtors is a subaroup
of (Q/Z) r, then we have
ranko(G | Q) + r >/rankz/2z(G | Z/2Z).
Using Lemma 1 we can characterize the families ~d ~ Sd by means of conditions
on the special fibres X o = Xo. d. A precise meaning will be given to the deformation
schemes in the examples considered in w4.
1. X o has at most ordinary double points as singularities.
2. For l #: d, the curves Cz are smooth and lie in the smooth locus of X o and the
morphism Def(Xo,C~)~Def(Xo) from the space of deformations of the pair
(Xo, Ct) to the space of deformations of X o is &ale at the point corresponding
to (Xo, Cl).
3. Cd is a smooth curve in Xo passing through exactly one ordinary double point
p~Xo and the morphism Def(Xo,C~)~Def(Xo) is doubly ramified along a
divisor containing the point corresponding to (Xo, Cd).
4. Let )~o he the blow-up o f X o at all its ordinary double points, and let {Eq}q~Xo)....
denote the exceptional divisors. If p~C d is the special point then the image of
Pic()~o) | Q ~ |

| Q

does not contain Pic(Ev).
The next section will give a general procedure for constructing examples of such
degenerations.

3. The principal construction
Let Y be a smooth del Pezzo fourfold, i.e. Y c P" and K r 1 ~ t~r | tpe.(l ) ___tPr(1)" Let
S c Y be a smooth surface such that S is the scheme theoretic intersection of Y with
a linear subspace, i.e. if V = F(Y, 1s/r| Or(l)), then we have a surjection
V| Cr --~ ls/r | Cr(1) = Is/r(1).
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Let E ~ S be an exceptional divisor of the first kind, i.e. E ~ P~ and Ne/s ~ tPp,(- 1).
Lemma 5. Let Y, S and E be as above. We can find a hyperplane section X of Y
containino S and smooth along E.
In this situation, if Hiib ((X, E); Y) denotes the space of deformations of the pair (X, E)
in Y and Hilb (X; Y) the deformation of X in Y then the natural morphism

Hilb ((X, E); Y)--, Hilb (X; Y)
is ~tale at the point corresponding to (X, E).
Proof. N*/r(1) is generated by its global sections, in fact we have a surjection
V | (_9s--* N'it(l). Thus on restricting this to E we have
V | OE--+-~N~'/y(1)I~.
Hence we can find a section v~ V such that this gives a nowhere vanishing section of
N*/r(1)Je. Let X~ be the corresponding hyperplane section of Y. Then X~ contains
S and is smooth along E.
Now we have an exact sequence of vector bundles on E.
0 ~ NrI s --, Nz/xo ~ Ns/x,, ]E~ O.
Furthermore Kx~ = K r |

(gr(Xv)QOx~ ~ 0~ thus det Nr./x~ = KE = d~F~(--2), and so

Ns/x~le = detNr/xo | N~f~ = (gv~( - 1).
As a result the above sequence splits and Nr/xo ~- Op,(- 1)e2.
The infinitesimal deformations of the pair (Xv, E) in Y are given by
U = ker(H~ (E, Nr/z) ~ H~

Nx~/r) ~ H~

Nx~lrlE)).

From the exact sequence
0 -~ N~/x~ ~ N~I r ~ Nxdr It, ~ 0
we see that H~ NE/~,)~-H~ Nx~jy]E) which yields the isomorphism U ~
H~
Nx~/r) under the natural morphism.
[]
Let G be the vector bundle on S defined by the sequence
0 ~ G* ~ V| t~s --* N~/r(1 ) ~ 0.
Let f : P s ( G ) ~ P(V*) denote the natural map. For any point v~P(V*) such that f
is 6tale over v, the set f - x(v) consists of finitely many points. The projections of these
points give the singularities of Xv along S. It is easily seen (see Appendix A) that
these are ordinary double points. We now need to choose v so that exactly one of
these singularities lies on E and also ensure the rigidity of E in Xv for this choice of
v. The first step is
Lemma 6. Let N be a vector bundle on a smooth projective curve E, V ~ F(E,N) be a
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space of sections such that g:P~(N) --* P(V) is an embedding. Let G be the vector bundle
defined by the exact sequence
O- , G * - , V | (~~ --) N --) O.
Then the map riPe(G)-~ P(V*) is birational to its image and the ramification locus of
this morphism has codimension two in PE(G).
Proof. Now f*(dJrw.)(1)) = d)o(1) is the tautological line bundle on PE(G) which is a
quotient of n* G where nx :P~(G)~ E is the natural projection. Observe the following
diagram of Euler sequences

0

0

0~,

~'G*|162

0"*

Tl, r(a)/E

--,

V|162

-,

~

f * Tp(v.)

---)

0

n*N|

,.~

-,0

-*0

0

and the following diagram of exact sequences
T~:)/~

0--)

Tp,(o)/E ---, f * Tpcv, )

II

--.)

Tp:)
I

o-,

~

,~*TE

--,0

=.,

~<"

--,0.

These show us that df is computed by a map on PE(G)
~b:n* Te ~ n*N | d~o(1).
Similarly, if n2:P~(N)--.E denotes the natural projection, one shows that dg is
computed by a map on P~(N)

?:n* T~ ~

rt*G|

).

In fact, if ~:P~(G) x EPE(N)'-+ E is the fibre product we have a natural morphism
~k:n* (TE) ~ d~6(1) | dTN(l)
such that ~b = (pl),(~b) and 7 = (P2),(~b)9
We are given that 0 is an embedding, and thus dg and also ? are inclusions of
vector bundles. This gives us a subvariety
D = Pp~(m(coker ~,) c P~(G) x EP~(N)
which is precisely the vanishing locus of r It follows that D c P(V*) x PE(N) is
precisely the collection of pairs (v, n), such that the hyperplane section of PE(N) defined
by v is singular at n. Let D' c P(V*) be the image of D; this is the dual variety of
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P~(N)~ E and the divisor Pe(~--), for the quotient N--~(N/v.(ge)/torsion ~- ~-- with
(v, n), v~O' a smooth point and n~P(V) such that the hyperplane in P(V*) defined
by n is tangent to D' at v. The fibre of the map D--* D' is a projective space at the
general point of D'.
If veP(V*) is in the image f(P~(G)), then the corresponding hyperplane section
of PE(N) contains a fibre of n. Thus this hyperplane section is singular. Furthermore,
for any veP(V*), the hyperplane section is the union of finitely many fibres of
P~(N)--, E and the divisor PE(~J-), for the quotient N--~ (N/v.Oe)/torsion ~-9- with
rank 1 kernel. Thus, for any v~P(V*) the singularities of the corresponding hyperplane
section are contained in finitely many fibres of Pg(N)--, E. In particular, D' is the
image of Pe(G) and the map Pg(G)~ D' is generically finite. Combined with the fact
that D ~ D' has general fibre a projective space we see that D, PE(G) and D' are
birational.
The cokernel of q~ is supported on the subset of PE(Ge) where the birational map
D--,Pe(GE) has at least 1-dimensional fibres. Since D is irreducible this is of
codimension /> 2 in PE(GE).
[]
Let X be a hyperplane section of Y which contains S and has exactly one ordinary
double point lying on E and no other singularities on E; such an X will be provided
using the above lemma. We must find a condition for

Hilb((X, E); Y) ~ Hilb(X; Y)
to be ramified to order two along a divisor containing (X, E).
Let e: ~ ' ~ Y be the blow up of Y along S; the exceptional divisor is P = Ps(N~'/r(1));
we have a ruled surface Q = PE(N~'/r(1)IE) contained in P. Let X be the strict transform
of X in ~'. Then )7 meets P in a smooth surface S which is the blow up of S at the
finitely many ordinary double points of X; one of these is a point eeE. Let F~ be the
exceptional divisor of S ~ S over e and E be the strict transform of E in S. Then
meets Q i n / ~ u Fe; note that/~ is a section of Q--. E and F~ is the fibre of Q ~ E over
e. Further, )~ is smooth along E, thus we see that there is a natural map Ng/~, ~ Ne/VlE,
the cokernel of which can be canonically identified with the fibre of N~,/~ at ~ = E c~F~.
We have a diagram of exact sequences,

0

~

NQ/p

~

Ng/~
].
NQ/dg

0

~

NE/s

~

NE/r

0

Ng/g

~

~

N~/s
II

~

0

~

Np/~,lg

--,

0

~

Ns/r[ E

~

0

where Ne/vlg can be computed to be r and the inclusion Np/~lg ~ Ns/yln is the one
induced by the given morphism E T E c Q.
The last row of the diagram gives us F(E, NE/r)_~ F(E, Ns/rlE) and thus we have a
lift Np/~[g ~ NE/r, in fact it is easily shown that the section actually lifts to NQ/~I~ to
split the middle sequence. In order to show that Ng/2 has no sections we must show
that the image of this splitting maps non-trivially under the morphism NQ/~,~~ Ne/v.v
We shall show this by varying the choice of ,Y.
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Lemma 7. Let f: Ps(G) ~ P(V*) be the natural map. Assume that N = PE(GIe) = Ps(G)
is not entirely contained in the ramification locus of f. Further assume that f[N is
birational to its image and is unramified outside codimension 2.
Then, there is a hyperplane section X of Y containino S which has at most ordinary
double points as sinoularities. Further, exactly one of these sinoularities lies on E and
Hiib ((X, E); Y)~Hilb(X; Y) is ramified to order two alon9 a divisor containino the
point (X , E).
Proof. Let F, ~ N x E denote the graph of r t : N ~ E . On N x E we have a map
uk':~Pu • e(F~) ~ p* ~)~(1) | p~(N~/r(1)le)
which restricts to r on F , --- N. Using the isomorphisms
(_9N• E(F,) ~ p* ~* d~p,(1)|

(9p~(1) and N*/r(1)le ~ Ns/r| d~p,(1)

this is equivalent to a map
p~'(~,~) = p~'(~gN(-- 1)|
Let Z be the vanishing locus for W. Then Z meets F , in the vanishing locus for ~b
which is given to be of codimension 2. Further, F~ meets every effective divisor in
N x E and thus Z is also of codimension 2 in N x E; in particular, the map
~ p ~ ( N s / r l E ) is saturated. Hence, if U = N x E - Z , we have a morphism
p : U ~ Q = PE(N~/r(1)[~) such that p*(_gQ(1)= 'LP-1 |
The sequence 0 ~ No/P ~ No/~,~ Np/~IQ~ 0 on Q pulls back under p to

0 --* p'~ Nws --* p* Ne/~,--* p* (.ocP)--*0
since Np/V[Q~ r174
n*(Oy(-- 1)IE). Taking direct images under Pl we see that this
sequence splits to give a map p*(.~e)--.p*Ne/v. As seen in the arguments preceding
the lemma we have a natural surjection on F , from the restriction of No/~ to the
restriction of the pull back p*d~v()~). Note that r
) which
restricts on Q to ~o(1). In order to show that we have rigidity for E in X we need
to show that the composite morphism on I-', - N

~ P* No/vlr. ~ P* d)e (1)It.
is non-zero. The kernel of the second morphism can be computed to be

(re*NE/s | s

| (,LP- i | rt* (~gy(1)IE))- 1 _~ .~e| | 7t*(~r(1)lE | Ne/s).

So, if ~ landed completely inside this on U, we would have a non-trivial section of
Ze | r t * ( C r ( - 1)IE| NE/S) which is isomorphic to t ~ s ( - 1)| n * ( O r ( - 1)IE). Since the
complement of U is of codimension two any such section would extend to all of N
and that is clearly impossible.
To summarize, at some suitably chosen point of n we have
1. If v = f ( n ) ~ P ( V * ) then Xv has no singularities other than finitely many ordinary
double points on S.
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2. There is exactly one ordinary double point of X~ which lies on E.
3. The curve/~ ~ )7 is rigid; in fact, from the exact sequence

and the fact that F(E, Ng/~)= 0, we see that Ng/.~ "~ (gp,(- 1)|
The curve /~ u F~ is an exceptional tree of curves of the first kind on S and thus
by an argument similar to the one in Lemma 5 it deforms into nearby )~'s. Thus each
of the curves/~ and/~ u F~ deforms to nearby )~'s. This gives the result.
[]
Now, assume that V= r(Y, ls/r(1))_~ F(~',d~r(1)|
a very ample
linear system on ~'. Then V is also very ample on Q = Pr(N*/r(1)ln) so that we
can apply Lemma 6. Furthermore, for a general v~ V, ifXv denotes the corresponding
hyperplane section of ~', then we have Pic(X~)~ Pic(~') = Pic(Y)q) ZIP]. Now, the
blow up of the singularities of Xo gives the same result as blowing up all the fibres
of P ~ S which lie in 3~ from this we see that the hypothesis (4) at the end of w2 is
satisfied.
Finally, assume that S has infinitely many exceptional curves of the first kind {Ed}.
We can then choose an infinite subcollection {Cd} SO that the images of Pc,(GIc,) in
P(V*) are distinct. Then by the above lemmas and subsequent discussion, it is possible
to choose, for each d a point Vd SO that the hyperplane section Xvd satisfies the
conditions stated at the end of w2.
To summarize the hypothesis on S and Y:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Y c P n is such that K~-1 ~ ~r|
S c Y is such that if V = F( Y, Is/r(1)) then, V generates Is/r(l) at stalks
If Y is the blow up of Y along S, then the map ~ ' ~ P ( V ) is an embedding
S contains infinitely many exceptional curves of the first kind

We shall produce such examples in the next section.

4. Examples
Let b:S---, p 2 be the surface obtained by blowing up 9 points in general position. Let
H = b* t~p~(1) and let Ei denote the exceptional curves in S over the points in p2 which
have been blown up. Let C be the unique elliptic curve in the linear system
13H - E9=1Eil.

Lemma 8. With notation as above, S can be embedded in Ps by the linear system
14H - E9= 1Eil. Further, we have a surjeetion
d91'5( -- 2) ~3 ~) ~1"( -- 3) ~ Isle,.

Proof. We have a short exact sequence on S
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Since Hi(S, (gs(H)) = H I ( P 2, dPp2(1))= 0, the associated long exact sequence on cohomology shows that the linear system D = 1 4 H - E9=IEil on S is of dimension five and
has no base points on C. In addition, the linear system D contains all curves of the
form C + H where H is the pull-back of a line in p2, so it has no base points outside
C. Hence we have a base-point free linear system on S and a map to p5. We can use
the results of Nagata [8] to show that the linear system D in fact embeds S in ps as
a surface of degree 7.
Let A be a general curve in the linear system D. Now, H~(S,C)s)=O, so that D
restricts to a complete linear system of degree 7 on A. The linear system on A given
by IEg=~(EIc~A)-(Hc~A)I is of degree 5 and thus has a section consisting of five
points {qj}~= 1 on A; since A is general in the linear system we may assume that none
of these three q/s are collinear.
Let S' be the surface obtained by blowing up p2 at these five points and Fj the
corresponding exceptional divisors. We have an embedding of S' in p4 by the linear
system I 3 H ' - Z ~ = , F f l , where H' is the pullback to S' of a general line in p2. It is
well known that this surface is the complete intersection of two quadrics in p4 (see I-1]).
Let A' be the strict transform to S' of the curve A in S; then there is a natural
isomorphism between A and A'. Furthermore, by the choice of qi's, we see that the
embedding of A' in p4 is by the same linear system as the one that embeds A as a
hyperplane section of S in ps; thus we may identify this p4 with the hyperplane in
ps which cuts out A in S. The line bundle ( g s , ( - A ' ) | (ge,(n) is generated by global
sections for n ~> 3 (see Nagata loc. cir.). For n = 2 this is Os,(2H' - E~= 1Fj) which has
exactly one section Q, a line in p4. The union A ' u Q is then defined by quadrics in
p4 and A' is defined by cubics. Thus we have a surjection
(fie,(- 2) ~3 ~ Oa,( - 3) ~ l/r/p, =/a/P'Since A is a general hyperplane section of S, we have the result.

[]

With notation as above, let P be the plane spanned by the elliptic curve C. For Q
as in the proof above we have Q = P c~p4. From this one can see that the net N of
quadrics containing S also contains P, and in fact S u P is the complete intersection
of these three quadrics. Hence we have a sequence

2)--.~N*s/pS-..~ T.-I. 0

0---~ (~S~3 ( ~ ~0p,( -

where T = Nc/p = (Pc| dPe,(- 3). The dual sequence is

O._~ Ns/l,s_+ ~s
/n~3~
.~9 PUp,(2)
e)c~(gs(C)~Ov(C)--+O.
The last surjection induces a map C ~ N. A point outside the image of this gives
a quadric containing S which is smooth along S. Similarly, we take the sequence

0 ~ Ce(-- 2)|

__.~

,
Np/p,-".

T'--+O

where T' = N~,s. The dual sequence is

0 ~ Ne/p~ ~ (_re(2)~3 ~ C c | e)s(C ) | (_gp(C)--*0
which again induces the same map C---, N and so a point outside the image gives us
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a quadric which is smooth along S u P. Since this is the base locus of N, there is a
smooth quadric Y containing S.
Choose such a smooth quadric. Then S is defined by cubic equations in Y, i.e. if
I/1 = F( Y, Is/r | (9p,(3)) then we have V x | 6r -'* Is/r | tPes(3) is surjective. Further,
by adjunction we have K r -~ t9r | d~p,(--4). Now we apply the following lemma

Lemma 9. Let S ~ Y be a pair of projective varieties, and L a very ample line bundle
on Y. I f Vl = F( Y, ts/r | L | oenerates at stalks then V = F( Y, Is/r | L | +ll) is very
ample on Y, the blow up of Y along S.
Proof. The surjection V~ | 6 r -, Is~r | L | induced by the evaluation map gives an
inclusion ~" c Y x P(Va). The line bundle M = p* L|
) is very ample on
Y x P(V~). Restricting this to Y and taking direct image to Y we see that
F( Y, M I?) = F( Y, Is/r | L | +l)). Hence the result.
[]
Similarly, we can choose Y to be a smooth cubic containing S and then S is defined
by quadric equations in Y, i.e. if VI = F(Y, ls/r|
then we have a surjection
V~ | O r --* Is/r | O.e~(2). Also note that by adjunction we have K r ~ ~ r | d~r~(- 3) so
that we can again apply the above lemma.
Finally, to produce the exceptional curves of the first kind on S we use

Lemma 10. Let S be the surface obtained by blowing up p2 at at-least 9 general points.
Then S contains infinitely many exceptional curves of the first kind.
[]
The proof can be found in [8].
We are now in a position to state and prove
Theorem 11. Let Y be smooth quadric or a smooth cubic in p4. The anticanonical

bundle K r 1 of. Y is very ample. Let X be the geometric generic divisor in the
corresponding linear system. Then, the Griffiths group of X contains a subgroup of
infinite rank.
Proof. A simple dimension count shows that every smooth cubic contains a surface
S as in Lemma 8. Since all smooth quadrics are isomorphic, the same is true for
quadrics as well. Further, as a consequence of Lemma 8, if V = F(Y, I s / r |
then we have a surjection
V|

ls/r| K r 1

Furthermore, by Lemma 9, if ~" is the blow up of Y along S, then we have a natural
embedding ~'c--,P(V). We note that this implies that the map P = P ( N ~ y ) ~ P (V)
is also an embedding. Now Y is simply connected and has P i c ( Y ) = Z ; as a
consequence Pic(~') = Z ~ ) Z I P ] . Let us adopt the notation O r ( l ) = K r 1.
First of all we use Lemma 5 to find X 0 which contains S and is smooth along all
the exceptional curves in S. Since there are countable many such curves Xo is defined
over some countably generated field.
Let G be the vector bundle defined by the exact sequence

O ~ G * ~ V|

N*/r|
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We have a map Ps(G)~P(V*). Since Pic(Y) = Z, the same is true for any smooth
divisor D in the linear system [g~-l[. Then by the adjunction formula, a smooth
divisor in D is of general type; in particular, no smooth D can contain S. From this
it follows that the map Ps(G)--, P(V*) is generically finite, let BI denote its ramification
locus. Let B z denote the locus in P(V*) consisting of v such that the corresponding
hyperplane section X v has singularities outside S, and B = B~ u B2.
By Lemma 10 and S has infinitely many exceptional curves of the first kind. We
need to choose among these, curves E c S such that the image of Pc(GIg) is not
contained in B. There are clearly infinitely many of these. Further, we choose an
infinite subcollection {Ed} such that, in addition, the images of Pv,~(Glr,~)f~,P(V*)
are distinct. Since the map Ps(N~/y(I))~P(V) is an embedding we can apply
Lemma 6 to show that f / s are birational to their images.
Now for each d, we choose a point vd in the image of fd, which is not in the image
of f~ for any 'l ~ d. Further we may assume that vd is not in B. Let Xd be the
corresponding hyperplane section of Y; then (Xd)sins is a finite collection of ordinary
double points lying in S. We apply Lemmas 5 and 7 to conclude that X d satisfies
conditions (1)-(3) listed at the end of w
Let X~, denote the strict transform of Xd in ~'; this is the small resolution of Xd.
Since it is a hyperplane section of'~" it has Pic(X~)= ZOZ[S'd]; where S~,= Pc~X'd
is the strict transform of S in X~. The result of blowing up the finitely many exceptional
curves of the map S~ ~ S in X~ is -ga, which is the blow up of the finitely many
ordinary double points of Xd. From this we see that condition (4) ofw2 is also satisfied.
Note that Hilb(X; Y) is just the projective space [gfX[. Let Ao be a curve in
Hilh (X; Y)joining X to X o. We use the second part of Lemma 5 to construct infinitely
many rigid rational curves in X, by deforming along Ao all the exceptional curves of
the first kind in S. For each d we choose a curve B d in P(V*) joining X a to X o which
is not entirely contained in any of the divisors P~(GIe~) or in B. We may choose a
deformation Ad of AouBd in l-Iilb(X; Y). The above construction ensures that
deformations along the different Ad's give the same collection of rigid rational curves
in X. Now we can apply the argument following Lemma 2 to conclude that the classes
ed (with notation as in w2) generate a subgroup of infinite rank in the intermediate
Jacobian J(X) of X.
As a final point, note that H3( Y, Z ) = 0 and thus by well known arguments (as in
I-6]), the abelian part of J(X) is zero. This implies that this infinite rank subgroup is
actually contained in the Griffiths group.
[]
Remark. Constructions similar to the one above will also allow us to conclude the
theorem in the case where Y is p4, thereby giving the original results of C H Clemens.

Appendix A. Bertini type results
Let X be a smooth variety and Y be a smooth subvariety of codimension r and L
be a line bundle such that J r / x | L is generated by global sections. We wish to
understand the singularities of the general global section of ~r/x | L.
Let 5 be the coherent sheaf on X defined by the exact sequence
0 ~ L -1 ~ F(X, J r / x |

L)*|
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Then Px(~') c X x P(F(X, Jr/x | L)*) is the incidence locus between sections of J r / x
and their zero sets.
For any y e Y we can pick sections fl ..... f, sF(X, Yr/x| L) which define Y in a
neighbourhood of y. The remaining sections can then be expressed as linear
combinations of the f~'s,

g~=

j=!

ai,~fi where i = 1. . . . . 1.

Thus, the first h o m o m o r p h i s m of the above sequence can be rewritten in a
neighbourhood of y as

Cx.r

(@i=l(~x.yFj)@(~)~=lt~x.rGi)
l
j=l

i=1

where FI . . . . . F,, G~ . . . . . Gt is the basis of F(X, Jr/x | L)* which is dual to f t . . . . . fr,
#~ . . . . . gt- Put H i = F i + El = 1a~.iG~so that the above h o m o m o r p h i s m can be written as
~x.y --"(@i= ~Vx.yHi) <9(@~= ~6x,,G3

j=l

where f l . . . . . f~ define u a smooth subvariety of codimension r in a neighbourhood
of y and may thus be thought of as "coordinates".
Thus, we have

["r ,[H, ..... Hr, G~ ..... a,] )
which can thus be expressed as the union of the affine open pieces of two types
1. The regular pieces are, for each j between 1 and r

S

/•x ,[B~/Hj ..... n,/nj, G~/Hj .... , G,/Hi] "~

2. The singular pieces are, for each i between 1 and l

S

fdJx y[H1/G~ ..... H,/GI, GI/GI ..... GffGi] )
~ - ( i=,fjHJG,)

pec 9 '

which is an ordinary double singularRy along the locus defined by the vanishing of
f , . . . . . f~ and H,/G, ..... H,/G,.
Thus the singular locus of Px(,~-) is smooth of dimension dim X - r + 1 - 1. The
dimension of P(F(X, Jer/x | L)*) is r + 1 - 1. Therefore, if dim X < 2r then the general
element of F(X, Jr/x | L) defines a smooth divisor in X containing Y. If dim X = mr,
then the general element as above has finitely many ordinary double points along Y
and is smooth outside.
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